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NEWS
An Unfortunate Lesson About the Difference Between Sanctioning and Certification

Gene Dykes ascertained prior to the Jacksonville Marathon that the course was certified when he selected the flat, fast race for his attempt
to break Ed Whitlock's once thought untouchable 70-74 marathon record of 2:54:53. But his euphoria of finishing 30 seconds faster than
the record in 2:54:23 was short lived because the event was not sanctioned by USATF. Both sanctioning, which means the event is
conducted in accordance with USATF rules, and certification, which means the course is accurately measured and approved by USATF's
Road Running Technical Council, are required in order for U.S. open and age group records to be approved. Dykes intends to try again on
a USATF certified course at a USATF sanctioned event. Both certification and sanctioning are required of all marathons and half marathons
in order to have performances accepted as qualifiers for the Olympic Marathon Trials as well.

New Web Address for Association of Road Racing Statisticians

The statistics and records laden site maintained by Ken Young until his death in late 2017 is still active but with a new web address. The
new link is www.arrs.run. The former link, www.arrs.net, was quickly snatched up by a porn site, which was a bit abrupt for those members
of the running community who went there. Andy Milroy continues to work on assembling a team to do the massive amount of work that
Young did on the site for over 40 years.

Bill Gookin Passes Away

An outstanding runner (2:29:33 marathon PR), tireless supporter and promoter of running in San Diego, Gookin was best known as the
creator of "Gookinaid," the replacement beverage of choice among pre-first running boom runners in the late 1960s and 1970s.
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North American Race Participation Declines 4.5% in 2018
Rate Is Down More in the U.S. and Canada than in Europe

By Mark Heinicke

A compilation of numbers of finishers in 433 U.S./Canada road races and 197 European races in 2017-2018 found a significant contrast between the two
continents. U.S./Canada participation dropped 4.5%, while European participation dropped 0.8%. (Great Britain and Ireland are included in Europe.)

Source data were Race Results Weekly reports on finishers from January 2017 through December 2018. Results are shown in Figure 1 below. The
statistics were broken down into the tiers shown in the left-hand column, grouped by race size. In all tiers except the last, of races with more than 32,000
finishers, the percentage drops were greater in U.S./Canada group than in Europe. 

 

 

Differences Across All Tiers Indicate that Europe Is Suffering Less Decline

The average (mean) size of the 433 North American races in 2018 was 4,396, and of the 197 European races, 5,846 (33% higher). Since larger races
show smaller losses in number of finishers, this partly explains why the overall drop in Europe was less than in the U.S./Canada group. Whatever the
reason, though, it is clear from the differences across all size tiers that the slump is less severe in Europe (see Figure 2).
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More than Half of Races Lost Participation Between 2017 and 2018

Far more races lost than gained participants from 2017 to 2018. The losses, too, are somewhat correlated with size, although not as dramatically as the
aggregate number of finishers. The chart below shows the percentage of races losing participation between 2017 and 2018. On the left-hand end, the 0-
1,000 tier, 71.3% of North American (76 of 107) races and 61.8% of European races (21 of 34) saw a decline between 2017 and 2018. The “best” result
was in the 16,001-32,000 tier of European races, where “only” 33.3% (3 of 9 races) saw a drop in the number of finishers – although because of the
small sample of races in the tier, this relatively good result cannot be assumed to be representative of the overall trend. (In that tier, the significant
increases in 3 of 9 European races skewed the percentage.)

 

 

Remedies Are Not Clear-Cut

Overall declines in road race participation have persisted for several years, for a variety of reasons. Many younger runners, and some older ones, are
gravitating to nontraditional events, such as obstacle course runs. Moreover, the pool of older enthusiasts of traditional races has shrunk from the injuries
and slowed recovery (not to mention disease and death) that come with aging. The obesity epidemic has prevented many potential runners from even
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trying out the sport to begin with. In the U.S., the inspiration that came from American runners such as Frank Shorter, Bill Rodgers, and Steve
Prefontaine competing at the top of the sport has dwindled as their exploits have receded into the past – overshadowed by the ascendancy of African
distance runners whose achievements appear beyond the reach of mere Western mortals.

Aging has taken its toll on event organizers as well. Last year, the Dam to Dam 20K in Des Moines  (which was briefly a half marathon in deference to
recent taste) folded after its 39th year because most of the key people in the organization had been doing the job for over 30 years.

The steeper declines in smaller races shown by our data beg for additional explanations. The most likely is the lack of resources in smaller races:
without a significant increase in entry fees, the swag and fancy medals that have become de rigueur in larger events are out of reach in the absence of
major sponsors seeking high public exposure. Bare bones operations lack the flash and novelty that have become expected in a changing culture. The
fashion wave in medals symptomizes this trend – Runner’s World recently ran an article, The Race for Bigger, Crazier Medals Keeps Runners Lining Up
with the subhead “As the number of race options rise, organizers keep pushing for unique finisher bling to attract runners.” This makes for good
business for makers of medals, and not so good business for small races that cannot even think of offering a medal to every finisher, much less medals
costing upwards of $10 apiece.

Some observers point out that social media and innovation are key to maintaining or improving participation. This need also presents a bar to small races
whose barebones, overworked  volunteer staffs don’t have the time to keep a Facebook page current and exciting, or add technology such as live on-
course photos of runners fed to spectators in real time. And for some races that have been around for a number of years, innovation may be underrated
by longtime race committee members following the mantra, "if it ain’t broke don’t fix it." In that case, a gradual decline may go unappreciated until the
time to fix it is overdue.

Exploring more deeply the reasons for the decline – and remedies that work to halt or reverse it – is a topic for a later discussion. What we do know is
that the erosion in road races in Western countries is slowing but not stopping, and the trend seems worse for smaller races.

RRCA Executive Director Jean Knaack confirmed the downward trend in smaller club races, telling Road Race Management, "In 2017 [RRCA] clubs
hosted 6,611 events attracting 2,202,782 [finishers]. In 2018, clubs hosted 6,433 events attracting 1,879,196." She summed up, "My sense is that long-
standing club events that tend to be their marquee community events are still strong."

 Mark Heinicke is an Associate Editor of Road Race Management.
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Huntsville Track Club Examines Small Race Participation Decline
By Harold Tinsley

Editor's Note: RRM Associate Editor Mark Heinicke has now published two articles examining road race participation trends over the last few years
(Bear Market: Participation in Traditional Road Races Continues to Slip (RRM, August 2018), and North American Race Participation Declines 4.5% in
2018 (RRM, February 2019). In response, Harold Tinsley, longtime member of the Huntsville Track Club’s Executive Board, decided to take an in-depth
look at how his club’s races were faring between 2015 and 2018. He was particularly interested in Heinicke’s finding that while most races saw drops,
smaller races showed even steeper declines, both in terms of aggregate numbers of runners and in the percentage of races with decreasing
participation.

The Huntsville Track Club puts on 20 races a year. The Liz Hurley Ribbon Run 5K (3,551 finishers in 2018) and the Cotton Row Run 10K (3,193
finishers in 2018) are the club’s largest events; all other races had fewer than 1,000 finishers in 2018. Tinsley’s statistics on these events seem to
indicate that the club is experiencing the same participation decline afflicting others putting on small events across the country, and his analysis provides
food for thought for running club boards and directors of smaller events.

After reading Mark Heinicke’s articles on participation declines in recent issues of RRM, I decided to take a look at how Huntsville Track Club (HTC)
races performed over that same period (see list below; where a race has two race distances I have totaled the finishers from both races).

So why has there been a drop of finishers in HTC races? Were there fewer club members in 2018 than 2015? The club closed 2015 with 1,902
members and we closed 2017 with 2,187 members, so the club had 285 more members in 2017. I don’t have final HTC membership numbers for 2018
at this time. We leave our membership open until March 31, so that is the end of the club’s membership year. Early indications appear that our 2018
membership may drop a bit from the final 2017 membership, but I don’t believe that will be the primary reason for club race numbers to drop. Even
though the HTC has about 2,000 members, most runners in club races are non-members, so club membership wouldn’t have an effect on the
participation of those runners.

One answer may be that there were more races available in 2017 and 2018 for runners to choose to run, and thus the available runners are now spread
out over more races.

We now have so many non-profit organizations in Huntsville that put on a race and so many small towns around Huntsville that each seem to have a
need to put on a race. Almost all the non-HTC races are conducted to raise funds for some cause. These are relatively small races in participation and
their entry fee is relatively high, but many runners feel an obligation to support certain non-profits. There was a time when HTC races were their only
local choice to race, but now they have more than double the number of races to choose from. We used to draw many more out-of-town runners to our
races, but those runners now have local races in their town and no longer have the need to travel to out-of-town races as often.

The Huntsville Half Marathon has lost approximately 43% since 2015. There may be a problem there that needs looking into. The half-marathon began a
decline well before 2015. The largest number of finishers in the half marathon was 869 in 2010, with 114 of those from out-of-state. If the quality of the
race has remained relatively the same, it may mean runners have tired of the course and a new venue probably should be tried. During that same
period the non-HTC Bridge Street Half Marathon only dropped 68 finishers (2015 – 1061, 2018 – 993), so it’s not that local runners have lost a
significant interest in running half marathons.
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Table 1: Event Participation Changes 2015-2018

2015 2017 15/17  Event Name 2018  17/18
325 342 +17  Mountain Mist 50K Trail Run 320  -22
465 424  -41  Winter Winds 2 and 4 Miles  369  -55
229 179  -50  UAH Spring 8K   203  +24
260 230  -30  Rocket Run 10 Mile   240  +10
253 234  -19  McKay Hollow 12K and 25K Trail

Run
  224  -10

395 487 +92  Double Helix 5K   528  +41
548 576 +28  Cookie Dash 5K   488 -88
167 114  -53  David McKannan Memorial 5K  94  -20

3746 3223  -523  Cotton Row Run 5K and 10K 3193  -30
169 124  -45  Eurocross 5K and 8K   151  +27
111   96  -15  Alabama A&M XC 5K  86 -10
197 185  -12 Twilight 5K   209  +24
632 553  -79  Monte Sano 5K and 10K  466  -87
343 376  +33  Monte Sano 15K   351 -25

4431 4549  +118  Liz Hurley Ribbon Run 5K  3551   -998
750 492   -258  Huntsville Half Marathon 430  -62
95   91  -4  Dizzy Fifties 50K Trail Run  90   -1

333 266  -67  Ditto Landing 10K Fund Run 327  +61
1272 896  -376  Rocket City Marathon  916   +20

98   74  -24  Recover for the Holidays 50K Trail
Run

 60 -14

14,819 13,511 -1308  Yearly Total 12,296 -1,215

 Notes:

1,308 fewer finishers (8.8%) in 2017 from 2015; 1,215 fewer finishers (8.99%) in 2018 from 2017.

75% of HTC races lost finishers between 2015 and 2017; slightly over 50% lost finishers between 2017 and 2018 (although only 2 races in 2018 had
bounced back sufficiently to exceed 2015 participant levels).

Another important factor could be that races have become too expensive for some runners. The HTC currently has 17 families with 6 or more members,
and 10 of those have 8 or more family members. There is one family with 12 members and another with 13 members. I don't know if all the members in
those families actually run - probably not - but the family with 12 have all run the Cotton Row Run 10K in the same year, and most HTC races have
quite a few in that family that run most club races. With many local races now having an entry fee of $25 or more, that is quite an expense for families
with even four or more who run races. With so many races now, my opinion is that race entry fees have exceeded what many runners are willing to pay.
Why participate in one race when there is another quality race at an equivalent or lower entry fee? The HTC does provide club members 4 free races,
and some other HTC races have relatively low entry fees.

I would be happy to hear your thoughts on why there has been a decline in finishers in smaller races and other races in your area. Your analysis might
just be the thing that would turn it around. You can email me at harold.tinsley@verizon.net, with a copy to pstewart@rrm.com.

 Harold Tinsley is a past president of the RRCA and has been a member of the Huntsville Track Club Executive Board since the club was formed in
1971.
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Backlash Against Small Races Even in Historically Runner-Friendly
Communities

By Claudia Piepenburg

This issue of RRM Newsletter includes the article North American Race Participation Declines 4.5% in 2018, a study done by Mark Heinicke
indicating that smaller races (under 1000 participants) are showing steeper declines in numbers of finishers than many larger events, and from recent
conversations with race directors in areas of the country long considered “hot-beds” of running, it appears that even getting permits for small races is
becoming more difficult as well.

City of Boulder versus Traditional Turkey Trot

Early this year, Lee Troop, three-time Olympian representing Australia and coach of the Boulder Track Club, decided that it would be nice to
resurrect a Thanksgiving Day Turkey Trot in the city of Boulder.

“There had been a turkey trot in Boulder since ’83,” Troop explained. “It ran near the University of Colorado, but due to construction on campus it
was cancelled three years ago. People wanted it back; most cities have a Thanksgiving Day race.”

Estimating that 1000-2000 people would take part, Troop looked for a scenic race course. “I wanted to find a course that would be different than
what the runners see every day when they’re doing their training runs. People want something different.”

He found the ideal course in South Boulder, and applied for a permit, well within the time limit. “I found a course where ninety-percent of the
residents would be able to get out of their homes,” he said. “It was an accessible route, for both residents and police and emergency personnel.” 

Troop also did his due diligence. There are 250 homes along the route, so Troop and his team started canvassing homeowners, letting them know
that the race was in the works, and asking for feedback. “We were able to talk to half of the homeowners; out of those one-hundred twenty five, only
two people said ‘No.’”

Yet despite the preparation and careful planning, city officials denied the permit. The second week of October, Troop received a message from the
city of Boulder notifying him: After review of the applicant’s proposed race routes and competitive race operations, and based on Boulder Revised
Code 5-9-5 (b)4(c) disrupting quiet enjoyment of the home, we have determined that the overall impact to the community is far greater than the
benefits of holding a competitive residential-district foot race on a national holiday. (Editor’s Note: We were unable to talk to anyone at the city
regarding the code revisions and were not able to download the municipal code from the city website.)

Troop was disappointed by the decision, particularly because much of the Ironman Boulder running course is on a seven-mile long multi-use path
that the Turkey Trot participants would have run only 1.4 miles on. “I feel like if you’ve got money, you can buy your way in,” Troop said, referring to
the Ironman event not being grandfathered-in after the code revisions, like Bolder Boulder. “It’s as if our own backyard is being hijacked.” (Editor’s
Note: The first Ironman Boulder was held in August 2014.)

Not long after the permit was denied, Troop came up with another course, one that would take the runners through an industrial area. The city
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approved the new course within a few weeks.

“It’s okay,” Troop said. “The city made some suggestions and we took them into account. I’m happy to finally have a course but this course will only
suffice for 300-400 people.” Troop went on to say that at least the approval was a small step, but in two years the race will have outgrown the
course. “This year we’ll end up with 250-300 people,” he said. “I’m happy for now with that.”

Some New England Towns Call a Halt to Road Races

According to Steve Vaitones, Director of the New England Association of USATF, “The increase in the number of races over the years has often led
to chaos. And the easiest way [for municipalities] to take care of that problem is to squash all races, which we’re starting to see happen.”

Vaitones said that during the months of September, May and June there are twenty small races or more within an hour’s drive of Boston. But
quantity doesn’t necessarily mean quality. He explained that with the growth in races “…being a race director has a low entry point. You don’t
necessarily have to have any experience to be one.” And that can lead to issues of courses not being monitored, locals not being able to get out of
their houses—the chaos that Vaitones mentioned.   

Since his office sanctions events, Vaitones has first-hand knowledge of how unprepared many first-time race managers are. As an example, he said
that a newbie event manager insisted that his safety plan consisted of having “… the lead police car with a nurse riding in it.” Vaitones notes that
“ten to twenty percent of the time I have to go back to the race director and tell them that what they’ve turned in isn’t satisfactory.”

In addition to the confusion caused by some inexperienced race directors not understanding the logistics of putting on a race, there is also the
challenge of finding a race date in a crowded calendar. “Who owns a date?” Vaitones explained is a problem when someone wants to put on a new
race on the same weekend as an event that has been held for years. “There could be a conflict between a race that has always been held the last
Sunday in October for instance, but that could be the fourth Sunday or the fifth, and a new race that wants the last Sunday date. Sometimes the
easiest thing to do is to just say ‘we aren’t going to have any races that day.’”

Problems also arise when non-local companies come into a community and want to put on a new race. “Some race directors feel like they’re being
singled out because they’re not raising money for a local charity but are supporting a cause like human rights, for instance,” Vaitones said. He went
on to say that he was surprised that more municipalities don’t require that a race give back to the city or support the sport in some fashion, citing the
example of Visa sponsorship of decathlon in the early 2000s.

The use of city services, most importantly safety/police traffic monitoring, has also led to dissatisfaction with the number of races. Vaitones gave the
example of the police detail that worked a small race in Quincy, and one month later worked another race in the same area but which had slight
changes in the course, leading to confusion. “We are getting to the point where the cities are saying if you want to have a race, we’ll set up the
course and you’ll have to adhere to it,” he said.

Even the city of Boston, in an attempt to discourage new races and restrict long-standing ones, has forced some races off of city streets into parks,
something that Vaitones believes will happen more often in the future. “Many people are focused these days on completing, not competing,” said
Vaitones. “Because people are getting slower there are fewer 10Ks now than there were twenty years ago. But still people are on even a 5K course
a long time and they tend to get upset if you ask them to get up on the sidewalk. ‘I paid my entry fee’ is their response.”

Vaitones believes that “participatory” events like road races will be limited even more in the future. “The cities of Cohasset and Quincy aren’t just
saying no more road races, they’re saying no to any type of event, like street fairs,” he said. He explained that everyone is affected: residents who
are inconvenienced and city workers who are being stretched thin.

“When you combine all these things, you’re going to see more of a shake-out in running. Fewer races in the future.”

 Claudia Piepenburg qualified for the 1988 Olympic Team Trials, was the 20th women finisher in the 1987 Boston Marathon, and the winner of the
1986 Virginia Beach Marathon. She is a freelance writer for running and non-running related publications and has written one novel and eight short
stories.
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GOING GREEN

Don’t Miss the Plogging Bandwagon
By Keith Peters

Back in the day, when Conley Sports was producing the Austin Marathon and Michelle Sandquist was their “green queen,” the Conley Sports
crew held regularly scheduled “trash runs” along the marathon course. The objective was to systematically pick up litter along sections of the
marathon route throughout the year.

These days, the global term for trash runs is plogging, a mash-up of jogging and the Swedish term for picking up litter—plocka upp. Thanks to
Swede Erik Ahlstrom, plogging became a thing in Sweden in 2016, in response to growing concern about plastic pollution. The term, and the
event concept, quickly spread to other countries and was a PBS NewsHour feature last November.

Call it what you will, there’s no denying the fact that picking up
trash along our favorite running loops is an activity that has both
environmental and community goodwill benefits—especially if one
takes the time to recycle or compost as much of what was gathered
as possible. And it’s very popular. There are almost 42,000 posts
on Instagram hashtagged #plogging, not to mention countless
location-based hashtags like #ploggingusa, #ploggingukraine, etc. A
quick search will also turn up numerous country- or city-specific
Instagram accounts like @ploggingnorway, @ploggingnyc and
@plogginglondon.

Not to be outdone by Instagram, there’s a lot of hubbub about
plogging on Facebook as well. Ultrarunner and the American Trail
Running Association’s Outreach & Partnership Specialist Peter
Maksimow started the Facebook Group Pikes Peak Ploggers to
clean up the area around Pikes Peak. Group members collect trash
and recycling, post pictures to the group page, and can earn prizes
like plogging bags, socks, shirts, etc. Maksimow’s is a small (35
members) but active and growing group, with an average of seven
posts to the FB group page every day. Of course, there are
umpteen other plogging pages and mentions on Facebook.

In researching this column, the closest I came to finding an
organizational champion for plogging in the USA is Keep America Beautiful. And they’re definitely more of an advocate than organizer. In fact, I’d
liken plogging to a group run with a shared commitment to clean-as-you-go. If plogging gets much more organized than that, all of the issues that
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running events face, ranging from permits, insurance, medical care and aid stations, may forever change the feel of what is now basically a
movement more than an event.

Of course, the grassroots activity of picking up litter isn’t new, nor is
it unique to the running world. Perhaps the granddaddy of all 21st

century litter pick up campaigns is Litterati, an online community
dedicated to identifying, mapping and collecting the world’s litter.
With 2,350,136 (and counting) pieces of litter geotagged on its
website since 2012, and nearly 22,000 followers of @litterati and
233,719 (and counting) pictures tagged #litterati on Instagram,
there’s no denying the involvement and passion that an inspired
campaign can generate.

Poke around online and see what you find. Don’t expect to find a
plogging how-to manual via google search, but I’m pretty sure you’ll
be inspired to go out and pick something up on your next run.
Maybe you’ll even start a plogging group or event of your own.
Please let me know if you do.

Keith Peters first organized running events for students at the
University of Tennessee, Martin in 1978, and was involved in
producing the Cascade Run Off from 1981-93. For the past 11 years, he has worked with scores of road races seeking verification and
recognition of their efforts to become more sustainable. He is currently a board member of the Council for Responsible Sport. Working on this
column has inspired him to be more diligent picking up litter while out on the streets and trails of Portland, Oregon. Look for proof @pdxpixbykp
on Instagram.
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BUSINESS PAGE
Business Page   Mileposts

New Balance Opens a New Plant; Nike Opens an Old Store
By Dave Kayser

New Balance (https://www.newbalance.com) plans to open an advanced manufacturing facility in Methuen, MA, that will house research and
development facilities, 3D printing operations and advanced footwear manufacturing capabilities. The facility will complement the company’s existing
manufacturing plant in nearby Lawrence, MA.

Former New Balance president and CEO Rob DeMartini has been named president and CEO of USA Cycling (https://www.usacycling.org/) .
DeMartini headed New Balance for 17 years and is an avid cyclist.

Nike (https://www.nike.com/)  is reopening Blue Ribbon Sports, its first store. The store was opened by Jeff Johnson, Nike’s first employee, in 1967
in Santa Monica, and closed two years later. The store was a meeting place for the few runners that existed at the time, and the new space is
expected to serve the same purpose, though undoubtedly glitzier.

Swiss running shoe brand On (https://www.on-running.com) has agreed to sponsor ZAP Endurance, formerly known as ZAP Fitness
(https://zapfitness.com/), through 2021. ZAP, based in Boone, North Carolina, qualified five athletes for the 2020 Olympic Trials at the USATF
Marathon Championships and joins the Mammoth Track Club as an On-sponsored entity.

Brooks Running (https://www.brooksrunning.com) reported global revenues grew to $644 million in 2018, a 26% increase over 2017. The gain was
attributed to a 28% increase in global footwear sales. The apparel division grew a healthy 7%.

Mizuno USA (https://www.mizunousa.com) and the Atlanta Track Club (https://www.atlantatrackclub.org/) have extended their partnership with a
new multi-year agreement. Mizuno will be the exclusive provider of footwear and apparel for all club events and will have exclusive rights to produce
and market Atlanta Track Club branded apparel. Mizuno and the ATC began their partnership in 2014.

Puma North America (https://us.puma.com/en/us/home) plans to consolidate its two Boston area offices into a new 150,000 sf space in the
booming Assembly Square development just north of Boston. The new headquarters will combine Puma’s existing Boston and Westford offices and
house approximately 550 employees. The building is expected to open in 2021.

A statue of Bobbi Gibb (http://www.bobbigibbart.net/), the first woman to complete the Boston Marathon, is being readied by Gibb herself, who has
been sculpting statues since the 1990s. The statue was commissioned by the 26.2 Foundation (https://www.26-2.org/), a non-profit based in
Hopkinton, MA, which is involved in placing statues of famous Boston runners along the course. Gibb was originally brought on to sculpt a statue of
Joan Benoit Samuelson, but the modest Samuelson suggested to the foundation that a statue of Gibb would be more appropriate. 26.2 is seeking
$40,000 in donations to cover the costs of the statue’s casting.

Women’s Running (https://www.womensrunning.com) debuted a newly designed website that has stripped away pop-up ads, auto-play videos and
programmatic ads. The new design incorporates small ads that are based on a user’s behavior, guaranteeing more than 75% viewability.
Engagement rates for ads and content have more than doubled since the new site went live.

The five race DC Wonder Woman Run Series (https://dcwonderwomanrun.com/) will expand to up to 10 markets in 2019 and add a half marathon
to the 5K and 10K race format at some locations. SON Events, the series organizer, hopes to attract up to 100,000 runners to the series, up from
10,000 at five events in 2018. The first race will take place in Tempe, AZ, on March 24.

Former Virgin Sport CEO and NYC Marathon race director Mary Wittenberg has joined Education First (EF) as president of EF Pro Cycling
(https://www.efprocycling.com/). Wittenberg will promote EF’s mission of opening the world to its members through education by creating new
partnership opportunities for the cycling team and bringing fresh approaches to the promotion of cycling.

The January 27 New York Times detailed the decades-long controversy over who actually owns the Ironman (http://www.ironman.com) race brand.
1978 race runner-up John Dunbar and others who ran the first Ironman in Hawaii contend that they should be considered the original owners, citing
the rule book for the first race that states “This event will be sponsored by the participants, who will join the ‘Iron Man Triathlon Committee’ as a
condition of entry.” After the second race, race director John Collins turned the race over to Hank Grundman and his wife, Valerie Silk. Silk sold the
race in 1989 for $3 million. After other owners, much expansion and many improvements, the Wanda Group took over the Ironman brand in 2015 for
an estimated $650 million, with the original participants yet to see any remuneration.

Boston Marathon (https://www.baa.org/) race director Dave McGillivray received the Boston Sports Museum Lifetime Achievement Award for
positively impacting the  Boston community through his philanthropic work.

Toyota (https://www.toyota.com/) has expanded its Olympic commitment by partnering with the U.S. governing bodies of six sports, including track
and field. Toyota intends to support USATF (http://www.usatf.org/) throughout the year by helping athletes at the grassroots level earn spots on
national teams The company will also have an active presence at USATF’s high profile events, including the Olympic Marathon Trials.
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The Running Industry Association (https://runningindustry.org/) is planning its first RIA KICK show, which the association calls a “boutique event”
where footwear buyers will get presentations from product managers, and store owners will be able to informally meet brand executives. The show
will run June 3-6 in Denver.

Runner Click (runnerclick.com) has released a new study of recreational marathon runners from around the world. The study analyzes more than
3.5 million records from 39 countries over four years that details peak age performances, runner distribution over continents, age-group participation
increases and decreases, and gender participation in different areas of the world.

Running Awards & Apparel (https://www.runningawardsandapparel.com/) and Racetrackers (https://www.racetrackers.com/) have merged their
businesses. Del Backs, who founded Racetrackers in 2000, will continue working with Running Awards, and all Racetrackers products will continue
to made available.

MILEPOSTS

Prize Money Elimination Slows Winning Times at NYRR Midnight Run;
Cutting Large Purse at Dubai Marathon Brings Faster Winning Times

By Dave Kayser

The Impact of Prize Money: After 2018's modest purse of $500-$200-$100 was eliminated at the 2019 NYRR Midnight Run 4 Mile, the winning
times for both men and women in 2019 slowed by about two minutes. The men's winning time went from 19:08 to 21:07, and the women's time went
from 21:24 to 23:27. Race entries dropped from 3,988 to 3,781, despite significantly warmer, but rainy, conditions.

In contrast, prize money at the Standard Chartered Dubai Marathon was significantly reduced this year, but with a different result. In light of the
IAAF decision to exclude the Dubai race from the opportunity of becoming a Platinum label event due to failing to meet the Platinum label
requirement of 15,000 participants, the purse was cut in half, from $816,000 to $385,000. Despite the drop, Getanch Molla set a men’s course
record of 2:03:34, and Ruth Chepngetich did likewise in the women’s event, running 2:17:08. 

The Impact of a Short Course: Eye-popping times of 2:04:04 and 2:20:16 at the inaugural ADNOC Abu Dhabi Marathon in the UAE on December
7, 2018 were short lived, as an investigation found that organizers misplaced a cone at about the 20-mile mark causing runners to turn early. The
error sliced about 120 meters from the full distance, but still produced some fast times for 26.1 miles.

Life After Cancellation: The San Blas Half Marathon, a prize money race in Puerto Rico extending back to the 1970s, returned in 2019 after being
cancelled in 2018 due to the devastation to the island from Hurricane Maria. Another event, the Clarksburg Country Run Half Marathon, which
was cancelled in November 2018 due to the California Wildfires and moved to a make-up date of January 13, 2019, actually had more finishers on
the new date in 2019 (494 finishers) than it had the last time it was held on its traditional November date in 2017 (401 finishers).

People: 1995 World Championships Marathon gold medalist and 1995 Rotterdam Marathon champion Martin Fiz, 55, of Spain, set a men's 55-59
age group world record when he finished the 10K at the Valencia Ibercaja 2019 event in 31:36.

After 90-year-old Carl Grove was stripped of a U.S. Masters Track Championships age group title and world record for failing a doping test, Grove
gave USADA information that led them to find that the source of his
positive test was more likely than not caused by contaminated meat
consumed the evening before competing. The final result of the
kerfuffle was a public warning to Grove for the violation.

New York Jets defensive back Buster Skrine and five other NFL
players are planning to run the Fitbit Miami Half Marathon to raise
money for children’s charities. One of the five, 300 lb. Marcus
Williams, stated in a pre-race press release, “This is my first time
running in a marathon,” so he will be delighted to learn that he only
has to run half that distance to accomplish his goal.

Obituaries: Fred Thompson, the founder of Brooklyn’s Atoms Track
Club, died on January 22 at the age of 85. Thompson formed the
club in 1963 after experiencing frustration over the lack of opportunity
for girls in organized sports in the NYC public school system. Many
of the girls came from broken homes and poverty, but Thompson,
who paid almost all of the club’s expenses, stressed education and
becoming better citizens over athletic accomplishments. Thompson
also founded the Colgate Women’s Games, the nation’s largest
amateur track series, which he directed for many years after retiring
from law practice. Tommy Leonard, bartender at the Eliot Lounge in
Boston and founder of the Falmouth Road Race, died on January 16,
2019. Likened to the "patron saint of running to thousands of people"
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by sportswriter Tony Reavis, Leonard's good humor and generosity extended beyond the running world.

*  *  *

Dave Kayser worked for the National Park Service for over 30 years before turning his full attention to writing for Road Race Management Newsletter
and collecting old running shoes. He started his running career in 1966 and currently trains exclusively on his three bikes.

Road Race Management newsletter is dependent on the financial loyalty of RRM Members so please consider this reality before emailing the digital
edition to non-members.

Road Race Management, Inc.
4963 Elm St., Suite 106
Bethesda, MD 20814

301-320-6865
pstewart@rrm.com 

www.rrm.com
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